
 

 

 

Abstract— An experiment study of fly height was performed to 

observe how the head-disk spacing after loading-unloading the head 

from the ramp onto the disk on the spin-stand testing. The fly height 

of write and read operation were analyzed by calculated from the 

power applied. The heater resistance of write and read were collected 

during test. Results of the test 190,000 cycles of loading/unloading 

showed, the fly height of write increased more than the read. The fly 

height of all heads showed increasing trend. Observing the lube pick 

up on head and accumulation lube on the disk about 20%. The heater 

resistance of write and read were quite standing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

HE magnetic recording density in hard disk drives is 

growing rapidly in a day and it will continue to increase 

astonishing in response to the demand of the customer. Now a 

day, the data storage is relevant in a daily life especially the 

cloud storage which need more capacity. The spacing between 

read-write head and the disk which is magnetic layer must be 

reduced to achieve higher signal to noise ratio. Lower flying 

height increase chance for the head and the disk interaction. 

Many researchers try to find the new technology to achieve 

higher capacity. The load/unload technology is also create the 

higher storage capacity as the physically parking the heads off 

the disk surface and very smooth recording media is enabled. 

Smoother disk surfaces allow for closer head fly heights, 

contributing to improved signal to noise ratio during read and 

write operations. To reduce the track and bit densities on the 

recording media combined with load/unload technology made 

possible to increase the areal density.  

Load/unload technology is a viable alternative to contact 

Start-Stop(CSS) which wear durability benefits proven in hard 

disk drives. It can improve reliability due to eliminate stiction, 

longer fly lifetime, greater shock resistance and lower heat 

dissipation. Including increased areal density from thinner 

overcoats that mean smoother disk can get lower fly height 

and reduces power consumption[1]. The head gimbal 

assembly of load/unload technology, a lift tap extending from 
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the suspension for parking on the ramp. Unloading, the ramps 

lift the heads from the disk surfaces as the actuator moves to 

the parking position as fig.1. 

The advantages and disadvantages of load/unload 

technology are present together, many researchers have 

studied on load/unload system. Levi et al. [2] performed 

experiments to study the effects of the ramp profile and the 

spindle speed on head-disk. Yonghyun et al. [3] presented 

effect of mechanical parameters for loading contact and 

instability in HDD, how the height differences cause the 

loading contact and instability through the relation among 

mechanical parameter height of the HSA, the ramp and the 

disk. Tambe et al. [4] studied the effect of various design 

parameters related to the L/UL motions including the L/UL 

speed, ramp height, friction/stiction, and so on. In particular, 

the effects of the ramp height and a role of slider-suspension 

design on the L/UL performance were reported. [5]-[8] also 

study on load/unload technology.  

The goal of this work is to observe the flyability from 

load/unload testing and head-disk interaction. 

 
Fig. 1 Ramp load/unload dynamics  

(From http://www.hgst.com) 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

A. Apparatus 

This experiment was performed on spin-stand tester that is 

design for mechanical testing of head gimbal assembly (HGA) 

and commercially available. The disk and the head gimbal 

assembly were installed on the spin-stand of the tester. The 

experiment setup as schematic presented fig.2 The tester 

consists of a spindle, an actuator, a arm which hold the HGA 

and load/unload ramp. A friction sensor is integrated on the 

arm using for detect contact between the head and the disk. 

The motor controller drives a spindle and actuator. The circuit 

board to control the bias voltage to the head. The electronic 

analog and digital features to process the signal from friction 

sensor and collect the data. The environmental condition of 

this experiment is room temperature. 
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Fig. 2 Schematic cartoon of the experiment setup 

 

B. Samples 

The samples are perpendicular magnetic recording (PMR) 5 

heads in a form of head gimbal assembly (HGA). The disk 

size of 2.5 inch diameter was used. The reader is a tunnel 

magnetoresistive (TMR) sensor which has the heater for both 

read and write element. The speed of spinning disk is 

5400rpm.   

C. Test Method 

The load/unload testing flow shown in figure 3 and the 

radius zone on the disk as fig.4. Setup tester require to install 

the head on the arm and the disk on the spindle. The test starts 

by spinning up the disk then loading the HGA by actuator 

move to the radius A to measure the fly height. Then is the 

load/unload cycle test by move between ramp and the radius 

“B” for 100 cycles, next move to radius “A”  to measure the 

fly height . After that the software is count the load/unload 

cycles until 190,000 cycles. The head will move to measure 

the fly height for every 100 load/unload cycles. 

 
Fig. 3 Load/unload testing flow 

 

For the measurement, the software collected the power 

data (mW) which is the bias voltage to the heater of head 

until the friction sensor declared head-disk contacting. The 

fly heights are calculated by the power that the head use for 

contact the disk. The recording heads structure, the heater 

embed by separate heating element  for write/read element.   

The heater structures used for protrusion control of 

read/write element during read and write operation by 

supply the current to the heater. The fly height measurement 

of this experiment supplied both heater, the heater of write 

first, then the heater of read to do the contact power. The 

head contact disk declared by friction sensor.  

 
Fig. 4 The radius on the disk for testing; radius “A” for 

measurement and  radius “B” for load/unload. 

III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

The software collected the heater resistance of write/read, 

the voltage, current and power for head contact to the disk. 

The data to analyze by converting the contact power data to 

the distance between head-media which the mW to angstrom 

unit. The fly height calculation using the contact power data 

and model coefficient as the equation (1)-(3). Observed how 

the fly heights changed for write/read heater during 

load/unload test and the resistance of both heater also. After 

the load/unload testing, taking the head images on the air 

bearing surface using the microscope and inspection the disk 

surface by Candela system instrument. 
 

                     (        )           
      (1) 

 

Assumed head contact the disc, so clearance is zero. 

             (        )           
      (2)  

 

           (        )           
       (3) 

 

C1 and C2 are coefficient. Pc,Frc is the apply power  to heater 

that make contact by friction sensor. 

A. Fly Height 

The plot of fig.5 showed the fly height changing for both 

write and read. The fly height of write changed more than the 

read. Almost fly height changing of write/read showed 

increase trend from an initial. Hd#2 was changed the most by 

increasing about 9.6 A° for write, but the read is increase 

about 3A°. Fly height of only one head is decrease about 4 A° 

for write and 1.52 A° for read. The fly height changed of write 

more sensitive than read. 

B. Resistance 

The reader Heater’s resistance shows minimal or no 

changed for all heads although at last cycle test. HD#2 showed 

resistance change the most about 6 ohms which the fly height 

of write changed the most. The heater of write for the rest 

heads were changed less than 2 ohms.  
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Fig. 5 Plot of fly height changed by heater of write and read versus 

load/unload cycles. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Plot of writer/reader heater resistance versus load/unload 

cycles. 

 
TABLE I 

RESULT OF EXPERIMENT 

 
 

HD# 

Writer Fly height 
Maximum 

changed  

Reader Fly height 
Maximum 

changed 

Head 
Failure 

on Air 

Bearing 
Surface 

 
 

Disk  

 A° @Cycle A° @Cycle   

1 7.47 189900 6.1 189700 Clean Clean 

2 9.63 167000 3.03 171200 Clean Clean 

3 4.68 125400 1.62 130100 Clean Clean 

4 -4 108200 -1.52 84700 Clean Clean 

5 7.72 190000 2.23 184100 Lube 
pick up 

lightly 

Lube 
accumulation  

A°=angstrom,  
 

C. Lube pick up on heads and the disk 

Base on microscope inspection failure on air bearing 

surface. Most of the heads were quite clean, no material/lube 

picks up on air bearing surface. Only one head lube pick up 

lightly on surface. 

Overall most disks were clean. Except, one disk has lube 

accumulate about 2 A° at radius “A” which use for 

measurement. The summaries of experiment results are clarify 

in table I that showed the maximum changing for each head. 
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